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Identity: Can archives and archivists contribute to fostering and
preserving local, regional, and national identities?

No model of archive activity can be regarded as universal, which, in particular,
is starkly visible in Europe. Prepared by a group of experts at the request of the
European Commission, a special report was published in 2005 which aimed to
provide a study on the situation of the archives in the European Union, and which
offered the conclusion that it could hardly be imagined to introduce common rules for
all the archives operating in the EU. This international community, which now gathers
27 different countries, can develop and follow common legal regulations and
principles concerning activities and practices in numerous fields, such as social,
political, or economic. As far as archives are concerned, however, such initiatives are
necessarily of a limited nature. The international cooperation between archives in the
EU, in their most important respective areas, is thus to be guided by the following
principles: providing citizens with access to their documentary heritage and, at the
same time, preserving European archives’ respective differences; and addressing the
need for joint cooperation in order to meet the challenges presented by the revolution
in information technology.
Having said that, it has to be admitted that a number of appeals have been
made to build the foundations for an international understanding and cooperation,
which can only be achieved through mutual interest in respective histories, traditions
and systems of values that influence the attitudes and behaviours of entire
communities – national, regional, or local – as well as individuals. To put it in a
nutshell, it is necessary to know the documentary heritage built by our ancestors and
develop it further by ourselves in order to understand ourselves better and know why
under certain circumstances the behaviour of a given community differs from that of
their closer or remoter neighbours.
As a representative of the State Archives of Poland, an archive institution
responsible for the archives in the whole of Poland, I would like to address several

issues in this analysis. Only by addressing these will we be able to find out whether
the archives of a given country play a part in fostering civic virtues, and developing
and preserving national, regional, and local identities. Focussed on collecting archive
fonds as well as storing, describing and making them available to the public, the
analysis of the legal foundations and activity of the archives in the selected countries
from all the continents leads to the conclusion that the following issues are
increasingly regarded as important in the archives’ activity. For this reason, research
in this field should be done more often and cover a number of areas, including, in
particular, the role of archivists as those who build bridges between the past
and the present. Our contemporaries would hardly be able to access archive
resources had it not been for the efforts of the generations of archivists. What is
more, these resources would hardly survive if it had not been for the archivists!
This role of an archivist is becoming increasingly important nowadays, which is
happening due to social and political changes as well as unprecedented
technological progress in creating information, collecting it and making it available to
the public. Before we proceed to the issues that are usually described as
“computerisation” or “informatisation”, we should dwell for a moment on the
issues related to the increased mobility of people over the last few centuries,
i.e. since the turn of the 17th and 18th centuries. In the light of the findings, complex
relations occur between the concepts of “national”, “regional” and “local” identities.
The most striking example is the United States of America, where diverse ethnicities
have emerged as one American nation. Its members now very often look for their
roots in the archive collections all around the world.
Yet another finding has been provided by a group of European archives which
made a joint effort to promote knowledge about the past among the descendants of
numerous emigrants. In 2004-2005 they implemented the project entitled Emile –
Leaving Europe for America – Early Emigrants’ Letter Stories as part of the EU
Culture 2000 programmei.
The overall objective of the project was to attract a larger audience to
European cultural heritage, including unique historical sources, such as the letters,
photographs, songs and memoirs of emigrants from 1840-1920. These records can

shed light on the causes of emigration as well as pivotal changes in European and
American history. They also help us better understand the mechanisms of migration.
The aims of the project:


promoting cultural dialogue and knowledge about European emigration to the
United States,



making unique historical sources available to audiences varying in background
and age by means of travelling exhibitions and a website,



promoting the preservation of cultural heritage by digitalising historical
sources,



raising the awareness of cultural heritage, which may one day be forgotten,



promoting the knowledge of the abovementioned era by making it accessible
to a „man in the street”; the examples from 5 different countries allow us to
learn more about the similarities and differences between the respective
European immigrant communities,



encouraging young audiences and researchers to take part in the project,



laying foundations for future research by digitalising archive records and
making the most of the project’s results,



treating the experiences of European immigrants as a fundamental component
in building European identity,



fostering cooperation between European museums, archives, libraries, nongovernmental organisations and cultural institutions.

As part of the project, travelling exhibitions and a website were developed, which
presented content in national languages and in English.
The exhibitions and the website were arranged according to the same themes,
such as the history of immigration, the history of letters in the respective countries,
the causes of migration, voyages across the Atlantic, colonisation of America, work in
America, family (women and children), real life stories. The catalogues of the
exhibitions were also made available to visitors.
Immigrants’ Letters in Poland:
The major Polish source to be used in the project was the collection of
immigrants’ letters from the State Archive in Warsaw. The archive fond known as
Immigrants’ Letters holds 355 private letters, more than 200 of which were sent from

the US (the remaining letters were sent from Brasil), written in 1890-1891. Apart from
private correspondence, the collection also contains correspondence with travel
agencies.
The Polish letters are unique in that they never reached their addressees and
were sequestered by the Russian censors. The letters hold the traces of censors’
activity, such as highlights made in pencil. The censors paid particular attention to the
paragraphs concerning the following issues: bringing family to the US, the possibility
of sending ship tickets, encouraging to emigrate, descriptions of illegal routes leading
across the border between Russia and Prussia, describing everyday life in the new
country. The letters were sequestered with everything they contained, including
Russian passports, boarding passes, train tickets in the US, ship companies’ adverts.
These sources were produced by a group that hardly ever produced any direct
written records, and yet was driven by the need to communicate with their families in
the old country. Hence the type of Polish used in the correspondence which contains
numerous lexical and grammatical mistakes.
The Young EMILE action
Educational activity, too, played an important role in the project. Our Italian
partners conducted the action at schools entitled Our Knowledge About the Past
Helps Us Understand the Present and Build a Better Future. The central idea of the
action was to encourage pupils to learn more about the history of immigration from
Trentino and to help them better understand immigrants’ individual life stories. The
pupils were encouraged to express their views, even if (or especially if, for that
matter) they were prejudiced or stereotypical, and to compare their views with the
knowledge on immigration they had been provided. Our remaining partner countries
conducted archive classes and writing competitions for the pupils.
Promoting the project played a vital role in it, too. The enterprise attracted
wide coverage from the press and other media. Other projects, too, have continued
to meet the EMILE project’s objectives.
In 2011, the State Archive in Warsaw was invited by the Immigration History
Research Centre at the University of Minnesota to take part in the research project
concerning the letters exchanged between the immigrants to the US and their
families in the old country. The central point of the project was to allow the widest
possible access to the immigrants’ correspondence through digitalising it and making
it available on the Internet.
The work focussed on the letters by immigrants from Europe written between
1850-1970 and held in the collections belonging to the Immigration History Research
Center. As part of the enterprise, a website, too, was developed which ever since has
been uploaded with digitalised letters together with their transcription and translation
into English. Attached to the letters was the information on their authors as well as
photographs.

Scholars, archivists, librarians and museum curators from Austria, Croatia, the
Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia and Hungary, who specialise in the field
of immigration from Europe to North America, were also invited to take part in the
project. The aim of the enterprise was to place all the mentioned immigrant letters
from the archive holdings of the State Archive in Warsaw on the Internet, including
both the letters from the US and Brazil, and to make these archive holdings available
to the largest audience there is.
Successful as it is, the project on the immigration from Europe to America
illustrates a larger problem, namely that of access to sources concerning millions of
people who, in order to find out more about their roots, have to search in the archives
located in the countries where they no longer reside or whose citizenship they do not
hold. Especially difficult in this respect is the situation in Central and Southern
Europe, which first arose on a massive scale as a result of the settlement between
Turkey and Greece (international protocol signed on 30th January 1923 as integral
part of the Treaty of Lausanne signed on 24th the same year) which stipulated that
Greek population had to relocate from Asia Minor, even though they had inhabited it
for more than 5 thousand years!ii This type of solution was very often used to settle
the relations between the countries in the Balkans (e.g. the case of Eastern Thracia
and the relocation of the Bulgarian population from the area), and they later served
as an example to follow by the leaders of the great powers who laid the foundations
for the new international order in Central Europe after World War II.
Hitherto regarded as a uniquely Balkan means of regulating international
affairs, this method was also put to use at the very heart of Europe. Following the
decisions made by the Allies, millions of Germans were relocated from the areas
which are now Northern and Western Poland and where population of Polish
extraction arrived. The latter had in turn inhabited those areas of pre-war Poland
which the Allies decided to incorporate into the Soviet Union.iii The operation
constituted the ultimate stage in the process of territorial transformations in Central
Europe. This has been vividly described by the following map, which illustrates how
the territory of Poland evolved over several centuries:

The Map

I have taken this illustration from the publication prepared by the Head Office
of State Archives for the programme organised by the Council of Europe entitled The
Reconstitution of the Memory of Poland. The programme was launched in 1998
with the aim of registering archive records from the European countries’ collections
that may be used as a replacement for the documentary heritage that Poland had
irretrievably lost during World War II.iv To a significant extent, the objectives of this
project correspond to the central idea of this paper, in which I would like to

emphasise the need to promote cooperation between the archives of those countries
whose citizens can find out more about their roots only if they access the sources
created and held outside the country where they reside.
The main aim of the programme is to provide information on the sources
regarding Polish history that were lost in the period between the partitions and 1918,
when Poland regained independence, and right until the turmoil of World War II
(1772-1918/1945). The programme concentrates not only on administrative holdings,
but also on the records concerning the activity of learned societies, social
organisations and family archives, which are regarded as an equally valuable record
of Polish history and a means to develop national identity. It has been assumed that
a wide scope of the programme, both in terms of chronology and discussed topics,
will allow for filling in the blank spaces in Poland’s history and will make it possible to
unearth the documents important from the perspective of welfare services (e.g.
relocation and forced labour certificates issued during World War II) or vital in the
process of recreating the history of those Polish families who inhabited those Polish
territories that no longer belong to Poland. The final result of the programme is to
develop the “virtual archive fond”, free of charge and entirely available on the
Internet.
As a result of this activity, in the years 1998-2012 the sources concerning the history
of Poland and Polish people were unearthed in 60 archives in 13 different states in
Europe and Asia, namely in Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the Czech Republic,
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Moldova, Germany, Russia, Ukraine, Italy and
Vatican.
The results of preliminary research carried out by archivists from Poland and
abroad are now being registered in a digital database. Currently, the central
database contains information on the archive records from 52 different archive fonds
and gathers nearly 6 thousand separate documents. Part of the information on the
archive records containing sources on Polish history is now waiting for verification.
Once verified, it will be incorporated into the central database.
As regards the relations between Polish archives and their counterparts in the
neighbouring countries, it is The Reconstitution of the Memory of Poland programme
that served as a common ground for cooperation. As a result of the programme,
numerous citizens of Poland obtained information on the sources concerning their
past and their origins. The activity in this respect has been to a considerable extent
facilitated by the use of contemporary technology, such as digital processing. Thanks
to this, Polish archives have now embarked on yet another project entitled Restoring
the Memory of Poles, which aims to provide online access to registers of births,
deaths and marriages, and register office records created between the 18 th and 20th
centuries in Eastern Poland, which now belongs to the Republic of Ukraine. The
digitalisation of several hundred registers of births, deaths and marriages should
provide fast and free access to the records that are now of particular interest to

people recreating their family histories. This may involve even several million Poles in
total, whose identity as such is a complex phenomenon. While on the national level
these people have no difficulty defining their identity, on the regional and local level
they do experience such difficulty. As they identify themselves – often unreservedly –
with their region and their current place of residence, these people are also usually
aware of the fact that their families – often for several centuries – lived in the places
and the regions that are far away from where they live now.
I am deeply aware of the fact that there are many programmes such as
Restoring the Memory of Poles that still should be launched in Central and Southern
Europe. As regards Polish-German affairs, the initiative of a similar nature, and also
concerning registers of births, deaths and marriages, and register office records, was
taken much earlier. As a result, the cataloguesv of register office records and
registers of births, deaths and marriages created in the West and the North of what is
today’s Poland and which are held in archive collections both in Poland and
Germany. It can be said that the moment when these archive holdings are made
available online is already looming on the horizon.
The initiatives presented above and many others taken by the archives in
Central Europe seem to prove without doubt that the issues related to fostering and
preserving local, regional and national identities in the world today go beyond the
boundaries of an individual country state. This only goes to show that the concept of
identity is a relative one, as it may be both connected to a sense of belonging to a
given area or a given nation. What is more, it can be rightly said that each type of
identity may possess specific properties. The ethnic minority scattered around the
world may have a sense of belonging to a nation that lives far away from where the
minority resides. Simultaneously, this minority can identify themselves with a region
or a place they inhabit. From this perspective, the issues related to local identity
should more often become an object of international cooperation between the
archives.
All this presents a challenge that archives are facing at the moment. It seems
that they have managed to solve the most important problem, or are now taking the
steps to solve it, namely that of granting the right to access archive holdings to all of
those who are interested in it, regardless of their nationality. The best evidence in this
respect in Europe is the activity of the Council of Europe and the recommendation
concerning access to historical archive records that the council enacted in 2000 vi. Of
significance, too, is the activity of the International Council on Archives, the results of
which are to be accepted by the congress organised in Brisbanevii. As far as this
debate is concerned, we need to be aware that the problem should be discussed
from two different points of view: that of physical access (various obstacles may
occur here, such as reading rooms’ opening hours or limits on archive units that can
be accessed daily, etc.) and that of utilised systems of description contained in
information records. It happens very often that these systems are not easily
understood by everyone, especially foreign users. Numerous problem arise due to

the fact that archive records are being made available on the Internet. It seems that
there is still room for improvement in the way we use existing technology.
If we rightly assume that the problems related to a sense of identity on
national, regional and local levels are growing and will continue to do so, as people
are achieving higher levels of education and have better access to culture and
information, we as archivists should seek increasingly effective tools in order to cater
for growing social needs in this respect. In the IT tools that we use and the
programmes that we run we should take account of specific needs of the users of
archive information, both in our home countries and abroad. We can manage these
tasks by digitalising archive records and making them available on the Internet; and
by utilising advanced systems of description that may cater for both native and
foreign users (automatic translation into foreign languages may be worth
considering). Vital, too, is the need to share information on archive records which are
scattered in archive holdings, libraries, museum collections in two or more countries.
We should also remember about our role in the cooperation with other research and
remembrance institutions, which may look to us for support in the projects they are
undertaking. As far as Poland is concerned, a promising one is the Virtual Shtetl
project undertaken by the Museum of the History of Polish Jews, which is now being
developed in Warsaw. If we bear in mind that a significant percentage of the Jews all
around the world have their roots in Poland (this figure is estimated at 75% viii), we will
easily understand and embrace the importance of such a project, especially since it
uses contemporary IT tools, such as tools for browsing www2 content. In the light of
what has been said before, it may be added that such a project will contribute in the
process of fostering and preserving identities that are at the same time national,
regional, and local.
There is no doubt that archive websites have an equally important role to play
(and they will continue to do so), as they have to live up to the expectations of
professional researchers, genealogy specialists, various sorts of hobbyists, and
individuals who often for the first time in their lives are trying to establish and confirm
their personal data or legal titles. As regards the issues of fostering and preserving
local, regional and national identities, state archives in Poland are using homepages
of the Head Office of State Archives and individual State Archives in order to present
the results of the programmes they undertake, such as the one concerning today’s
small towns or villages that once played an important role in the history of the
country. Known as “Polish Towns and Cities in Archive Records”, the programme
mentioned above was implemented in 2003, and brought satisfactory results indeed.
It contributed in the process of restoring the memory about the places, among those
people whose ancestors had resided there over the centuries and those whose
families had arrived not so long ago. It should be added that the programme enjoyed
considerable popularity!
Carried on by means of a website and addressed to the largest possible
audience in Poland, this activity also includes several other programmes which were

implemented by the Central Archives of Historical Records in Warsaw (this institution
is equal in rank with state archives) and which aimed to present pivotal events in
Poland’s history. This in turn means fostering Poles’ national identity, who can later
come up with their own interpretations of the nation’s history, the history presented in
such a way that it both mentions the events that Poles are usually proud of and those
that bear testimony to the nation’s weaknesses and the country’s difficulties.
The results we have achieved in terms of fostering and preserving local,
regional, and national identities allow me to point out that getting to know the past
may be a successful process, even if it concerns a large audience of people who are
interested in the data from archive holdings and access it either as images or copies
of original records, or as studies on specific topics. It can be said that this type of
cognition is superior to other forms presenting historical processes and individual
historical events. This type of activity is the best evidence that archives contribute in
the process of fostering and preserving the identity of the people who use their
holdings. As we are deeply aware of the fact that the interest in archives will be
rapidly growing in society, which means that the number of people visiting the
archives and their reading rooms will be growing, too, we should now take steps to
help these people access our holdings on an individual and independent basis. A
remarkable example in this respect has been set by the National Archives in London,
which offers new readers courses and training sessions on how to search through
archive records and how to use these records judiciously. It is a perfect example
which should be followed and promoted all around the world.
As I would like to refer to similar examples in this respect, set by Polish state
archives, I have to mention our initiatives to facilitate research carried out by
genealogy specialistsix and the legal regulations that have been introduced to allow
readers to make digital copies of archive records on an individual basis and also free
of charge.
To conclude, it should be pointed out that work management and involvement
on the part of archivists may be a critical factor in achieving good results. Growing
access to digitalised archive records presents a challenge in terms of how to educate
archive users, whom in turn we should both help to understand archive records they
have accessed and to interpret various types of content that can be retrieved from
documentary heritage, such as files, cartographic records, or technical
documentation. Yes, archivists should bridge generations, and pay particular
attention to preserve sources concerning the history of the nation, region or local
community, and make it available to the public.
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